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1. Introduction

1.1. Background

In multivariate analysis, Mahalanobis distance (hereafter MD) is a fundamental

statistic which has been investigated by many researchers in di�erent areas. It was

proposed by Mahalanobis (1930). The MD is used for measuring the distance be-

tween random vector and its hypothesis mean vector (Rao, 1945; Hotelling, 1933).

Based on this idea, MD is developed into di�erent forms of de�nitions. MDs with

di�erent forms are referred to some literatures (Gower, 1966; Khatri, 1968; Diciccio

and Romano, 1988).

The MDs are widely implemented in many directions. Firstly, one is the mea-

sure between two random vectors such as discriminant analysis on the linear and

quadratic discriminations (Fisher, 1936; Srivastava and Khatri, 1979; Fisher, 1940;

Hastie et al., 1995; Fujikoshi, 2002; Pavlenko, 2003; McLachlan, 2004) and clas-

si�cation with covariates (Anderson, 1951; Friedman et al., 2001; Berger, 1980;

Blackwell, 1979; Leung and Srivastava, 1983a,b). Secondly, one is detection for

the multivariate outliers (Mardia et al., 1980; Wilks, 1963). Thirdly, due to the

connections to Hotelling T 2, MD is also studied in hypothesis testing (Fujikoshi

et al., 2011; Mardia et al., 1980). Fourthly, Mardia (1974); Mardia et al. (1980);

Mitchell and Krzanowski (1985); Holgersson and Shukur (2001) use skewness and

kurtosis as the criteria statistics for assessing the assumption of multivariate nor-

mality.

As we known, the crucial part in MD is the inverse covariance matrix. By taking

into account of the covariance matrix, the MD has some advantages. It behaviors



better than the other distances measures such as Euclidean distance. However,

there are a few problems on derivation of the inverse covariance matrix. One

problem is the increasing dimension asymptotic situation that the sample size is

proportional to the dimension of variables (Serdobolskii, 2010; Girko, 2010; Ledoit

and Wolf, 2004; Jonsson, 1982; Mar£enko and Pastur, 1967). With this kind of

dataset, the complexity of the structure of covariance matrix increases dramati-

cally. Another problem is when the sample size (n) is much less than the dimensions

of variables (p) (Bai and Silverstein, 2009). The computational expense will be

rising sharply. All the issues above require further studies to improve the calcula-

tion of covariance matrix.

So far, more and more studies of the inverse covariance matrix are developed on

the non-classical dataset. Here, the classical data means the sample size (n) is

much larger than the dimensions of variables (p). There are several ways for anal-

ysis the dataset which has a proportional ratio p/n. One is the additional way

while another is the subtraction way. The Shrinkage is a typical method as the

additional way. It is implemented by imposing some minor positive numbers on

the diagonal of covariance matrix. Therefore, we can get an estimation of inverse

covariance matrix. The estimator of inverse covariance matrix has much smaller

variation by giving up its unbiased property. The subtraction way is reduction of

dimensions. Factor analysis and principal component analysis are two methods

for the dimension reduction. They could both maintain the necessary information

and reduce the dimension of the variables.
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1.2. Contributions of thesis

This thesis concerns on the properties of the MDs under di�erent circumstances.

The distributional properties, �rst moments of di�erent types of MDs and central

limit theorem (CLT) are derived in the thesis. Several di�erent directions on deriv-

ing the inverse covariance matrix are investigated. A new estimator of the inverse

covariance matrix is proposed. The corresponding MDs on the new estimator of

inverse covariance matrix and the limiting of its moments are also studied. Some

of the methods are implemented with empirical dataset.

1.3. Outline

First, a brief introduction of the background is given. Section 2 introduces some

basic de�nitions of MDs. The summaries of papers will be presented in Section

3. Three papers are appended: Paper I with the title �Estimating individual

Mahalanobis distance in high-dimensional data�; Paper II with the title �High-

dimensional CLTs for individual Mahalanobis distances�; Paper III with the title

�Mahalanobis distances of factor structure data�.

2. Mahalanobis distances

The classical de�nition of MD (Mahalanobis, 1936) is

Dij = (x̄i − x̄j)
′Σ−1 (x̄i − x̄j) .

It measures the di�erence between two mean vectors. For di�erent considerations,

there are several types of MDs. In this thesis, we consider three types of MDs as

follows,

Dii = p−1(Xi − µ)′Σ−1 (Xi − µ) , (1)

dii = p−1
(
Xi − X̄

)′
S−1

(
Xi − X̄

)
, (2)

d(ii) = p−1
(
Xi − X̄(i)

)′
S−1(i)

(
Xi − X̄(i)

)
. (3)
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(1) is the classical de�nition of MD with known mean and variance. (2) is the

MD with sample mean and covariance matrix. (3) concerns the so-called �leave-

one-out� and �leave-two-out� (De Maesschalck et al., 2000; Mardia, 1977) random

vectors. By leaving the ith observation out, we get the independence between the

sample covariance matrix and the centralized vector. Moreover, it will not con-

taminate the sample mean and covariance matrix especially for high dimensional

dataset.

3. Summary of papers

3.1. Paper I: Estimating individual Mahalanobis distance in high-dimensional data

In Paper I, several di�erent types of MDs are de�ned. They are mainly built on

di�erent kinds of inverse covariance matrices. The corresponding �rst moments

are derived. The limitings of the �rst moments reveal some unexpected results.

The reason is con�rmed that the sample covariance matrix is not an appropriate

estimator for the high dimensional dataset. Therefore, we propose a new estimator

of the inverse covariance matrix. The new estimator is developed basing on some

earlier results (Efron and Morris, 1976). The properties of the corresponding new

MDs basing on the new inverse covariance matrix are investigated.

3.2. Paper II: High-dimensional CLTs for individual Mahalanobis distances

In Paper II, the central limit theorems (CLT) for di�erent types of MDs are de-

rived. Di�erent from the classical theorem, we assume that the sample size n and

dimension of variables p go to in�nite simultaneously. The CLTs for di�erent types

of MDs have di�erent convergence rates and convergence to di�erent points under

high dimensional situation.
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3.3. Paper III: Mahalanobis distances of factor structure data

In Paper III, we use factor model to reduce the dimensions of the data set and

build a factor based inverse covariance matrix. The inverse of covariance matrix

behaviors well in the new types of MDs. The detections of the source of outliers

are also studied on the additive type of outliers. In the last section, the methods

are implemented in an empirical study.
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4. Summary in Swedish

I avhandlingen studeras olika egenskaper hos estimatorer av olika Mahalanobis

avstånd.

I det första pappret härleds grundläggande egenskaper hos olika Mahalanobis

avstånden. Vidare, så föreslås en ny estimator av inverskovariansmatrisen, vilken

ingår i de olika Mahalanobis avstånden.

I det andra pappret, så antas det att den datagenerande processen följer en faktor

struktur, och baserat på detta antagande så härleds estimatorer av olika Maha-

lanobis avstånd. Dessutom utvecklas en ny metod för upptäcka extremvärden och

en empirisk applikation av metoden ges i pappret.

I sista pappret så undersöks Centrala gränsvärdessatser för olika estimatorer av de

olika Mahalanobis avstånden i en högdimensionel kontext.
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